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ABSTRACT
SPECIAL WARFARE IN AND THROUGH CYBERSPACE: SHAPING THE
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE HUMAN DOMAIN, by MAJ Chad A.
Barnes, 74 pages.
United States Special Operations Command’s contribution to unified land operations is
through United States Army Special Operations Command’s critical capabilities of
special warfare and surgical strike. Special warfare is unique in its reliance on indigenous
war fighting capacity to stabilize or destabilize operational environments. Special
warfare, as a critical capability, and the conceptual application of special warfare in and
through cyberspace must address special warfare’s contribution to operational art in the
human domain. This study uses a qualitative content analysis to explore the linkages
between special warfare operations and cyberspace operations to support joint force
commanders and U.S. embassy country teams in shaping the human domain. Further,
cyber-enabled special warfare is explored through a typology of human action as a
framework of analysis to develop methods of integrating cyberspace operations and
special warfare.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The merging of military operations and cyberspace operations is growing to meet
the adversarial cyber threats of state and non-state actors and opportunities to counter
those threats in and through cyberspace. The United States Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) addresses cyber threats in various ways, largely through special warfare
with a focus on the human domain. However, current efforts to integrate special warfare
and cyberspace operations fall short of enabling success in the human domain across the
whole of government.
The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for fiscal year 2017 has
elevated United States Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) to the status of a unified
combatant command. This NDAA brings USCYBERCOM on par with other functional
and geographic combatant commands such as USSOCOM and United States Central
Command while preventing separation from the National Security Agency. 1 As
cyberspace operations are integrated throughout the whole of government, it is important
to understand the equities that USCYBERCOM has with the National Security Agency.
USSOCOM has a growing dependence on cyberspace operations to protect forces
from adversarial cyber threats and to enhance the execution of special operations. As
USSOCOM seeks to integrate cyberspace operations, special operations planners should
understand USCYBERCOM’s equities while integrating cyberspace operations to
support special operations campaigns. The context of the contemporary operational
environment provides the conceptual framework for special operations to have strategic
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effects through integrating cyberspace capabilities and special warfare by arming special
operations teams with asymmetric cyber-tools and irregular warfare tactics 2
Before discussing USSOCOM’s integration of cyberspace operations, it is prudent
to differentiate between surgical strike and special warfare. Outside of special operations,
the difference may not be readily apparent. Conceptually examining the nature of
cyberspace operations and special warfare and their impact on the human domain may
enable a greater understanding of how to execute special warfare in and through
cyberspace.
The Army Capabilities Integration Center largely conceptualizes multi-domain
battle as an extension of combined arms across all domains to outmaneuver adversaries
physically and cognitively. 3 This conceptual understanding negates engagement and
influence in the human domain in the absence of a combined arms application. This study
addresses engagement in the human domain; a holistic and conceptual understanding of
the effects that human behavior, security forces, and government have in the operational
environment. 4
Background of the Study
USSOCOM operates across the broad range of military operations where special
operations are conducted in support of joint force commands and U.S. embassy country
teams. Special operations leadership conceptualized the operational term “gray zone” to
address the time and space that exists between steady state security cooperation and
anything short of major combat operations. 5 President John F. Kennedy recognized that
war in the gray zone was “another type of war, new in its intensity, ancient in its
origin―war by guerrillas, subversives, insurgents, assassins . . . seeking victory by
2

eroding and exhausting the enemy instead of engaging him.” 6 Although USSOCOM
operates heavily in the gray zone, it is prudent to understand that this zone is a portion of
the range of military operations. Successful application of cyberspace in the gray zone
may be beneficial across the full spectrum of military operations, to include theater
security cooperation under the direction of U.S. embassy country teams.
To gain a better understanding of how to conduct special operations in and
through cyberspace, it is necessary to understand the conceptual and operational
framework of special operations and cyberspace operations, as well as their historical
context. The 2017 NDAA indicates a continued growth of USCYBERCOM as the
apparent cyberspace threat from U.S. adversaries has increased. Joint cyberspace doctrine
and service component doctrine to support growing cyberspace awareness is continuing
to develop; however, this growth does not appear to extend beyond cyberspace-specific
doctrine into special operations doctrine. Is there a generational gap in the understanding
of emerging capabilities that can be applied in a special warfare environment? Is there a
lack of understanding or situational awareness between USSOCOM’s special warfare and
USCYBERCOM cyberspace operational planners?
For this study, the nature of special warfare in and through cyberspace was
examined through a qualitative content analysis and a typology for human action to
examine their capacity to enable success in the human domain. The nature of special
warfare is protracted and heavily influenced by the human domain, which includes the
physical, cultural, psychological, and social environment that affect human behavior of
people, security forces, and governments. 7 By examining the current operational
approach in conducting cyber-enabled special warfare (CE-SW) in the gray zone,
3

USSOCOM is in a unique position to enhance current unified campaign plans by
operating in and through cyberspace.
Problem Statement
USSOCOM’s current incorporation of cyberspace operations falls short of
enabling success in the human domain across the range of military operations. There
appears to be an operational gap between the training, professional military education,
and experience of special warfare personnel to operate in and through cyberspace that
inhibits planners in using cyberspace’s full capacity. Although cyberspace operations do
possess strategic capabilities, purveyors of special warfare should understand the full
scope of how to affect the human domain through all layers of cyberspace. Concurrently,
there is a dichotomous relationship in the execution between special warfare operations
and cyberspace operations. Cyberspace operations planners may also benefit by operating
with and through special warfare; however, that extends beyond the scope of this study.
Purpose
The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine USSOCOM’s application of
special warfare and how cyberspace operations can enable success in the human domain
and address the apparent operational gap discussed in the problem statement. The human
domain is critical to success in the gray zone, and CE-SW operations should address the
need to influence the human terrain in achieving national strategic goals. The qualitative
content analysis method was appropriate for this study given the sensitive nature of
discussing emerging capabilities and the significance of understanding how special
warfare in and through cyberspace affects the human domain.
4

Significance of the Study
Extensive discussion exists that conceptualizes special warfare and its application
within a given operational environment. Emerging cyberspace operations discussion is
permeating throughout the Department of Defense. Despite the emphasis of the United
States Army Special Operations Command commander in developing cyberspace
concepts to support special operations, 8 there are limited discussions that attempt to
bridge the dichotomous relationship between special warfare operations and cyberspace
operations. Special warfare conducted in and through cyberspace that affects the human
domain is the conceptual focus area for this study, examining how special warfare in and
through cyberspace can enable success in the human domain across the range of military
operations.
Nature of the Study
A qualitative content analysis method was used in this study to facilitate
collection, analysis, and interpretation of conceptual application of special warfare
operations and cyberspace operations with their effects in the human domain using a
typology for human action. A case study methodology would be more appropriate in
analyzing the emerging application of cyberspace operations in support of special warfare
and its effect in the human domain through the combined training centers and operational
employment; however, analysis of capabilities used in those environments exceed the
classification of this study. Although the analysis of emerging tactics, techniques, and
procedures are not discussed in this study, conceptual analysis through the content
analysis method does provide significant latitude to discuss the operational and strategic
effects and analyze existing literature regarding CE-SW.
5

Content analysis research allowed the researcher to analyze written and visual
contents to examine the conscious and unconscious beliefs, attitudes, values, and ideas of
people and groups. 9 This particular study examined existing literature, independent
studies, and doctrine as a source of the content of the analysis. In conducting the content
analysis, it allowed the researcher to determine relevant categories to identify and analyze
to provide some explanatory power in their specific area of research. 10 The relevant
categories in this study sought to address the apparent operational gap regarding
USSOCOM’s application of cyberspace operations to enable special warfare in the
human domain. This study is similar to previous works regarding the linkages between
special warfare operations and cyberspace operations and their inherent relationship with
the human domain. 11 This study expands on the effects of cyberspace operations to
enable special warfare by analyzing their effects in the human domain through a typology
for human action.
Research Question
1. Is the current application of operational art suitable for executing special
warfare in and through cyberspace?
2. How can/should cyberspace operations be employed to support special warfare
in and through cyberspace?
3. How can cyberspace operations strengthen special warfare in influencing the
human domain?

6

Assumptions
Outside of major combat operations, special operations personnel are increasingly
deployed to support geographic combatant command theater campaign plans that aim to
shape strategic, operational environments. These short duration deployments are part of
theater security cooperation programs that are normally executed by special operations
personnel at the request of the U.S. ambassador, also known as the chief of mission.
These activities support the country team’s application of the military instrument of
national power and are coordinated through the respective Department of Defense
element under the direction of the Senior Defense Official or defense attaché. 12
The national cyber mission force is a strategic element of the military instrument
of national power, and the cyber combat mission force is experiencing a difficult time in
talent management of available forces. 13 Although the development of the cyber mission
force falls outside the scope of this study, it is important to note the fluid nature of
USCYBERCOM’s growing force structure to meet the needs of both national
requirements as well as the requirements of unified combatant commanders. The abovestated difficulty in personnel management is also addressed in the literature review of
cyberspace operations in chapter 2 and perceived to be an assumption of the continued
development of USCYBERCOM.
Definitions and Descriptions
The prudent use of key terms throughout this study is deliberate and necessary in
delineating between terms often used interchangeably within the special operations and
cyberspace operations communities. Select terms are discussed below to provide a
common understanding and to promote clarity in addressing this study. Given the
7

military nature of this study, doctrine provides a common understanding within the
context of this qualitative content analysis study.
Cyber-Enabled Special Warfare. CE-SW is not used in special warfare doctrine,
but has been coined by other academic writing. 14 This study defines CE-SW as a
complementary special warfare capability providing the means to compliment the effects
of foreign internal defense/unconventional warfare/counterinsurgency through unique
approaches in and through cyberspace. Although CE-SW is a complementary capability
within a special warfare campaign, capabilities are and must remain directly nested
through existing delegated authorities with other government agencies. CE-SW is
produced through the combination of special warfare requirements, desired effects, and
the collaboration of information concerning activity in cyberspace and the
electromagnetic spectrum. Unlike cyber operations, CE-SW is special warfare-centric
based on influencing the human domain within cyberspace. 15
Cyberspace Operations. Cyberspace operations, from a joint perspective, are
broadly described as the employment of cyberspace capabilities in and through
cyberspace to support military, intelligence, and ordinary business operations of the
Department of Defense. 16 The use of the term cyberspace operations in this qualitative
study refers to the military component of cyberspace operations that are aimed at
achieving joint force commander military and U.S. country team objectives. Department
of Defense Information Network (DODIN) operations are not discussed given they are
inherent to the ordinary business operations component. In general, cyberspace
operations affect access while the military uses cyberspace to conduct military operations
to influence and shape the information environment.
8

Cyberspace. According to Joint Publication (JP) 3-12 (R), Cyberspace Operations
is one of five interdependent domains that include air, land, maritime, and space.
Cyberspace is a global domain within the information environment that relies on an
interdependent network of information technology infrastructures of links and nodes that
reside in the physical domain. 17 See chapter 2 for a more comprehensive discussion
regarding the layers of cyberspace that include the physical network, logical network, and
cyber-persona layers. Given the nature of cyberspace, there is significant overlap of
operations the joint force commander may employ that may enable or inhibit operations
in and through cyberspace. These domain overlaps include but are not limited to
electronic warfare; electromagnetic spectrum management; command and control
systems; intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); navigation warfare; and
some space missions. 18
Defensive Cyberspace Operations (DCO). The joint definition for DCO is
“passive and active cyberspace operations intended to preserve the ability to utilize
friendly cyberspace capabilities to protect data, networks, net-centric capabilities, and
other designated systems.” 19 Again, it is important to note the characterization of
cyberspace operations are categorized by intent and additional discussion in chapter 2
highlights cyberspace actions that contribute to DCO.
Human Domain. Special operations leadership emphasizes the engagement
function concept that provides a foundation that underpins the human domain. 20
USSOCOM defines the human domain as “the people (individual, groups, and
populations) in the environment, including their perceptions, decision-making, and
behavior.” 21 The human domain is characterized by a need to understand the social,
9

cultural, physical, informational, and psychological elements that shape this domain. 22
United States Army Training and Doctrine Command also addresses engagement as a
functional concept and defines the human domain as “the totality of the physical, cultural,
psychological, and social environments that influence human behavior,” emphasizing
designed applications that “influence, fight, and win in population-centric conflicts.” 23
This study uses the USSOCOM definition as the domain being the people that are primed
and/or queued through the characterization underlying social, cultural, physical,
informational, and psychological elements. In an environment where the fight is for the
middle ground, understanding the human domain provides insight into populations that
are primed and queued for action based on the operational environment. Chapter 2
expands on the effects of special warfare in the human domain and the contribution to the
operational environment.
Offensive Cyberspace Operations (OCO). The joint definition used for OCO is
“cyberspace operations intended to project power by the application of force in or
through cyberspace.” 24 Although a significant amount of military business takes place in
cyberspace, OCO specifically refers to the intended projection of power. JP 3-12(R) also
addresses cyberspace actions that may fall into OCO; however, it is important to note that
military missions in cyberspace are categorized by intent that may not be readily apparent
based on the cyberspace action being performed. 25 Chapter 2 provides a more in-depth
discussion of the nature of OCO and what cyberspace actions contribute to OCO.
Operational Art. The joint definition of operational art is “the cognitive approach
by commanders and staffs—supported by their skill, knowledge, experience, creativity,
and judgment—to develop strategies, campaigns, and operations to organize and employ
10

military forces by integrating ends, ways, means.” 26 Where the joint operations planning
process is more iterative and structured, operational art is the deliberate metacognitive
awareness process that a joint force commander balances the art of command versus the
science of control.
Special Operations. In this study, the term special operations refers to operations
that require “unique modes of employment, tactical techniques, equipment and training
often conducted in hostile, denied, or politically sensitive environments.” 27 The nature of
special operations is usually characterized by one or more of the following criteria: “time
sensitive, clandestine, low visibility, conducted with and/or through indigenous forces,
requiring regional expertise, and/or a high degree of risk.” 28 It is important to note that
special operations encompass all the separate military branch contributions to special
operations. The term special operations in this study is from the joint military perspective
that includes the contributions of each military branch to execute special operations.
Special Warfare. Special warfare is one of the two critical capabilities of Army
Special Operations’ contributions to unified land operations to support a joint force
commander. Special warfare includes lethal and nonlethal operations taken by Army
special operations forces that have a deep understanding of culture and foreign language,
small unit tactics, and are capable of operating alongside indigenous forces in permissive,
uncertain, or hostile environments. 29 It is important to note that special warfare can be
conducted independently of or in conjunction with conventional operations. Special
warfare is commonly understood to take place in the gray zone; however, special warfare
operations do span the entire range of military operations from theater security
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cooperation under the direction of a U.S. embassy country team or under the command of
a joint force commander in a declared combat zone.
Surgical Strike. Surgical strike is the second critical capability of the Army
special operations’ contribution to unified land operations in achieving a joint force
commander’s strategic goals. Surgical strike is the execution of activities that employ
special operations to seize, destroy, capture, exploit, recover, or damage designated
targets or influence threats within an area of operations. 30 Surgical strike operations,
similar to special warfare, are also conducted in hostile, denied, or politically sensitive
environments. 31 Although this study focuses on the application of special warfare,
specific surgical strikes are conducted in a special warfare environment that affects the
layers of cyberspace and the human domain.
Limitations
The author maintains access to personnel within USSOCOM and
USCYBERCOM that are undergoing efforts to develop an operational approach to
conducting special operations in and through cyberspace. However, due to the nature of
ongoing development of cyberspace operations in support of special operations and the
sensitivity of capabilities, this study will not specifically discuss cyberspace operations or
cyberspace capabilities employed in the contemporary operational or training
environments. Several training concepts and events have incorporated CE-SW; however,
the discussion and research of said events fall outside the scope of this study and are
areas for further research at the appropriate classification level. 32
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Scope and Delimitations
This study used a content analysis to explore the feasibility and suitability of a
social science typology model to enable special warfare operations in and through
cyberspace. Through an operational approach to supporting country team and geographic
combatant command theater security cooperation programs, this research explored
special operations employment under various titles of U.S. Code and defense
authorizations. Through the contemporary employment of special operations, explored
implications of CE-SW and determined whether the proposed links between special
operations and cyberspace operations are mutually beneficial to USSOCOM and
USCYBERCOM. Further, the study assessed if these operational links contribute to the
U.S. strategic comparative advantage through the current approach to operational art.
Summary
Chapter 1 introduced the concept of cyberspace operations being employed to
support special warfare in the human domain. CE-SW is a strategic capability gap 33 that
this study examines through a qualitative content analysis research study to examine CESW through a typology of human action. The results of this study attempt to provide a
lens of examining underpinnings of the human domain that can be directly targeted
through cyber-enabled special operations. Chapter 2 explores the historical context and
contemporary use of special warfare and the dichotomy between special warfare
operations and cyberspace operations. It highlights existing discussions on cyberspace
operations employed to support special warfare in and through cyberspace, the
application of operational art in special warfare, and how cyberspace operations may
enable special warfare to succeed in the human domain.
13
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
There is an increase of special operations and cyberspace operations use in the
contemporary operational environment to address the growing state and non-state threats
to the U.S. strategic national interest. Despite the operational employment of special
warfare and cyberspace operations, USSOCOM may stand to benefit from examining the
effects of CE-SW and how to leverage those tools to create asymmetry. Iran and Russia
have successfully demonstrated how to leverage CE-SW to create asymmetry. Despite
Russia’s and Iran’s success, a strategic level capability gap for the U.S. military to
integrate CE-SW remains. 1
Surgical strike and special warfare are special operations that are critical in
shaping the operational environment, preventing conflict, and winning the nation’s wars
that require the inherent and integrated use of cyberspace operations. 2 The nature of the
conflict in the contemporary operational environment has demonstrated the increasing
need to develop better methods to address the complexity of engagements within the
human domain. 3 When integrating cyberspace operations to enable special operations, it
is necessary to understand the nature of special operations and what special warfare’s
contribution to operational art is in achieving national strategic objectives. How do
special warfare operations in and through cyberspace contribute to special warfare’s
contribution to operational art?
Chapter 2 contains a discussion of historical and contemporary literature
regarding special warfare and cyberspace operations as they pertain to enabling special
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warfare in and through cyberspace. It further examines the focus on special warfare’s
contribution to operational art and explores the linkages between special warfare,
cyberspace operations, and the human domain.
Special Warfare and Surgical Strike
Special operations’ contributions to dominate the land domain are surgical strike
and special warfare. These two mutually supporting forms of special operations
encompass the American way of special operations warfighting that supports the Army’s
operating concept in shaping the operational environment, preventing conflict, and
winning the nation’s wars. 4 The most comprehensive discussion of the delineation
between surgical strike and special warfare is Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-05,
Special Operations. The primary distinction is that surgical strike operations are
primarily short duration unilateral operations 5 and special warfare operations are mostly
long duration and targeted at training, advising, and assisting indigenous forces in
conducting special operations and building indigenous war fighting capacity. 6
There is a growing reliance on the indigenous war fighting side of special warfare
to decrease the reliance on deploying large numbers of U.S. conventional soldiers. 7 In the
classic sense of Carl von Clausewitz’s paradoxical trinity (force, reason, and chance), the
execution of special warfare highlights the complex nature of war being more
complicated than a chameleon that adapts is characteristics to a particular environment. 8
If the will of the people does not support a growing commitment of a vast number of
conventional forces, the administration is compelled to develop policy that addresses the
contemporary nature of war. While a more in-depth study could highlight the various
nature of war within a special warfare context concerning Clausewitz’s trinity, it is
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important to note the acknowledgment of Clausewitz’s assertion as to the fluid nature of
war and the development of special warfare operations in the contemporary operational
environment. The use of cyberspace within the contemporary operational environment
amplifies ambiguity, and it increases the fog and friction of war. Special operations can
be conducted without conventional operations; however, the proper blending of special
operations and conventional military operations may increase the effectiveness of shaping
activities and improve execution of counterterrorism and irregular warfare. 9
Overall, surgical strike and special warfare are the Army’s special operations
contribution to unified land operations, but special warfare is inherently intertwined with
aspects of the human domain. Joint force commanders should understand the strategic
advantages of employing special warfare: improved understanding and shaping of the
environment, cost-imposing strategies, managed escalation and credibility risk, and
sustainable solutions. 10 It is important to note that outcomes of surgical strike operations
do affect the human domain; however, special warfare operations have a reliance on the
human domain for success throughout a special warfare campaign with a heavy
dependence on indigenous war fighting capability.
A History of U.S. Special Warfare
Authors such as Robert Asprey and Max Boot provide a significant body of work
on historical guerrilla warfare and small war campaigns from the U.S. revolution through
the contemporary operating environment. It is important to note that focus of this study is
the concept of U.S. sponsored special warfare operations that emerged during World War
II to the present. 11 This emphasis is on special warfare operations that are reliant on the
ability of indigenous war fighting capacity. The origins of modern special warfare
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operations are seeded in President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s creation of the Coordinator of
Information, which later became the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) during World
War II. 12 The members of the OSS were learning unique aspects of unconventional
warfare that were as old as history itself, which were employed by Hannibal Barca and
Alexander the Great in their unconventional guerrilla campaigns. 13
One of the notable OSS contributions to special warfare was the use of
unconventional warfare in the European and Pacific theaters. Jedburgh Teams, named
after the Jedburgh area of Scotland where the local Scots conducted guerrilla warfare in
the twelfth century against the British, were parachuted behind enemy lines and
coordinated French Maquis activities in support of the Allied liberation of France. 14
Detachment 101 successfully worked with and through the Kachin tribesmen in
conducting unconventional warfare to support conventional operations against the
Japanese in Burma. 15 These early uses of special warfare acted as a force multiplier to
train and organize larger groups of guerrilla fighters in Nazi-occupied France and Burma;
however, despite the development of these special operations units, the OSS was
disbanded following significant post-war cuts with no residual peacetime special
operations capacity. 16
In the wake of Soviet support to wars of national liberation, President Kennedy
pushed for the development of counterinsurgency doctrine to address this growing
strategic threat. Portions of the new counterinsurgency doctrine were taken from Colonel
Russell Volckmann’s lessons learned from working with partisans in World War II. 17 In
1962, the Overseas Internal Defense Policy established indigenous responsibility for
defeating insurgencies and set the conditions for contemporary partner capacity
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development, emphasizing the need for unity of effort across the whole of government. 18
The precedent established during the development of special warfare under President
Kennedy has shaped the current application of foreign internal defense during phase zero
to support both joint force commanders and U.S. embassy country teams. See discussion
under special warfare’s contribution to operational art for a contemporary conceptual
model of special warfare that incorporates foreign internal defense, unconventional
warfare, and counterinsurgency.
Operational Art
As the military prepares to execute operations in support of a joint force
commander or theater security cooperation under a U.S. embassy country team, it is
critical for the commander and his staff to understand the need for a conceptual approach
in tandem with traditional planning processes that tend to be more methodical and
regimented. The Joint Chiefs of Staff designate this conceptual approach as operational
art: “the cognitive approach by commanders and staffs—supported by their skill,
knowledge, experience, creativity, and judgment—to develop strategies, campaigns, and
operations to organize and employ military forces by integrating ends, ways, means.” 19 In
the contemporary operating environment, strategy is increasingly being developed to
address non-state threats, where convenient Clauswitzian centers of gravity are not well
defined, and Jominian lines of operations may be ambiguous in identifying decisive
points in dealing with non-state threats. 20
Harry Yarger expounds upon ends, ways, and means within the context of the
instruments of national power. The instruments of national power are commonly
referenced to as diplomatic, information, military, and economic and it is prudent that
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military planners understand the importance of developing and maintaining unity of
effort across the instruments of national power when conducting campaign design.
Yarger asserts that “objectives (ends) explain ‘what’ is to be accomplished . . . strategic
concepts (ways) explain ‘how’ the objectives are to be accomplished by the employment
of the instruments of national power,” and “resources (means) in strategy formulation
determine the types and levels of resources that are necessary to support the concepts of
strategy.” 21 In developing strategic ends, ways, and means, it is important to understand
the operational environment and the contextual applications of resources and their
second/third order effects to meet a strategic end state. As the U.S. military continues
integration of cyberspace operations and military operations in and through cyberspace,
understanding intelligence gain/loss and the potential for the compromise of intelligence
activities is a concern that should be assessed. 22
When developing strategy and applying operational art, understanding the
operational environment is fundamental in identifying how the human domain may be
primed and queued for human action to support either an incumbent or insurgent.
Clausewitz considered war by popular uprising to be a phenomenon of the nineteenth
century, 23 but is it a phenomenon of the nineteenth century or is there a cognitive
dissonance that causes incumbent governments to discount irregular warfare and
insurgents such as Mao Zedong to embrace it? Regardless, the success of the Chinese
communists in 1949 associated with Mao’s writing of On Guerrilla Warfare, the
diffusion of European empires in Asia and Africa, and the Cold War contribute to the
salience of contemporary application of revolutionary warfare: “what is new is not the
phenomenon itself, but our perception of it.” 24 In the contemporary operational
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environment, purveyors of special warfare should be in tune with the human domain’s
effect on the success of applying operational art.
The USASOC states the first special operations forces imperative is to
“understand the operational environment.” 25 The intuitive paradigm in this statement
suggests the implicit cognition of the fluid nature of special operations and special
warfare strategic approaches and the environments that they are employed. The
application of special operations in support of theater security cooperation and U.S.
embassy country teams has also seen a shift due to four contributing factors: “a national
strategic emphasis on partner engagement and multilateralism, a globally oriented and
organizationally maturing SOCOM, the proliferation of non-state threats less susceptible
to conventional warfare, and the global diffusion of power.” 26 Varying thoughts
contribute to the catalyst of the diffusion of power. Some of these catalysts include the
nuclear age and the impracticality or dangerous nature of war between great military
powers to great powers being ponderously prepared for big war and thus vulnerable to
tactics of revolutionary war. 27 Acknowledging the current context and use of special
warfare, vice the causal relationship of what forced this shift in contemporary strategy,
there is significant cause to explore special operations contribution to operational art.
Special Warfare’s Contribution to Operational Art
Special warfare differs from the application of conventional military operations in
that sustained engagement is a crucial contribution to special warfare. Through sustained
engagement, special warfare operational art logically helps joint force commanders in
connecting tactics to strategy through situational understanding, influence, and capacity
building. The implication is that “special warfare’s unique contribution to operational art
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consists of the mobilization of partners strategic and operational centers of gravity, and
the neutralization or integration of the enemy’s, in the human domain.” 28 This
mobilization may take place by bolstering institutional training and equipping of partner
forces or by queuing segments of the population that may be primed for human action.
Human action may range from participation in military operations or just taking part in
the proliferation of non-violent action to achieve political ends, popularized buy books
such as From Dictatorship to Democracy: A Conceptual Framework for Liberation by
Glenn Sharpe. 29
Figure 1, developed by the RAND Corporation, provides a graphic depiction of
the contrast between unilateral U.S. military operations and special warfare campaigns
where local partners are the main effort. Special warfare is further divided based on either
desired stabilizing effects or destabilizing effects. Based on this graphic depiction in
contemporary military doctrine, foreign internal defense is a special warfare campaign
executed with and through local partners to stabilize a given operational environment. In
contrast, unconventional warfare is a special warfare campaign implemented with and
through local partners to destabilize a given operational environment.
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Figure 1. Local Partners and Special Warfare Campaigns
Source: Dan Madden, Dick Hoffman, Michael Johnson, Fred T. Krawchuk, Bruce R.
Nardulli, John E. Peters, Linda Robinson, and Abby Doll, Toward Operational Art in
Special Warfare (Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 2016), 41.

Understanding special warfare’s unique contribution to operational art in the
human domain, military operations conducted in support of a special warfare campaign
should address effects in the human domain. All military operations, to an extent, have
effects in human domain. However, special warfare’s inherent reliance on indigenous
partner capacity provides commanders with unique situational awareness where special
operations forces must influence partners, enemies, and the people throughout the
operational environment. As the proliferation of technology increases the complexity of
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the information environment, special warfare campaigns have unique access to
cyberspace through placement of forces and relationships with local partners.
Special Warfare and the Human Domain
Overall, the continuum of warfare has varying degrees of effects within the
human domain. What is important to note is that special warfare relies heavily on
indigenous capacity, where the use of conventional forces while conducting unilateral
operations is not as reliant on an indigenous capacity. Some anecdotal examples of a
more traditional understanding of attempting to influence the human domain include
Alexander the Great’s concept of Homonoia, or Hannibal’s success in “[propitiating] the
native tribes.” 30 Another anecdotal example during a British special warfare campaign
was the influence T. E. Lawrence provided through his engagement with Arab tribes
during World War I. 31 These examples, although anecdotal, do highlight the historical
significance in understanding the importance that engagement has shaped and influenced
conventional military campaigns, implying the value of the U.S. Army and USSOCOM’s
operational concept of engagement.
The above special warfare continuum highlights the reliance on local partners to
achieve the strategic end state where engagement plays a more prominent role. Within the
context of engagement, it is important to note that special warfare shapes indigenous
capacity through engagement while simultaneously influencing a population’s
perspective of the incumbent or the insurgent. An example of U.S. special operations’
engagement provides additional insight below on how engagement has helped shape the
human domain within the context of special warfare.
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Dixie Bartholomew-Feis discusses the factors that contributed to the OSS
collaborating with the Viet Minh in the Indochina region during World War II, asserting
OSS’s understanding of the “human factor.” 32 This concept of the human factor
underlines the importance of engagement and the acknowledgment of influencing the
human domain. Allison Thomas, an OSS Deer Team leader, was disappointed to find his
aide-de-camp had passed away when he visited Vietnam years later, but the fond
recollections of their relationships had been passed down through generations, and he
was pleased to find a photo of the Deer Team in the living room of his aide-de-camp. 33
The human factor and the relationships built with the Viet Minh are further illustrated in
one of the last meetings between then President Ho Chi Minh and OSS member Major
Frank White.
Being surrounded by Chinese, British, and French colonels and generals as well
as members of Ho’s cabinet, Major White hoped to slip out after everyone had taken their
seats only to find the seat next to President Ho Chi Minh reserved for the former OSS
member. 34 Considering the strategic context of this last meeting of an OSS member, it
may be more anecdotal, but the nature of their relationship provides some insight into the
significance of special operations engagement. Although the strategic environment
prevented the United States from nurturing this relationship as France sought to re-exert
their influence in Indochina, this is one example of how special warfare applies
engagement to influence partner forces and at the time build capacity to meet U.S.
strategic objectives.
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Cyberspace Operations
Joint operations increasingly rely on the integrated use of cyberspace, a global
domain that lies within the information environment and made up of multiple layers. Of
note, the information environment is “the aggregate of individuals, organizations, and
systems that collect, process, disseminate, or act on information,” and are broken down
into physical, informational, and cognitive dimensions. 35 As the use of cyberspace
proliferates, the U.S. military, as well as allies and other partners, stand to gain and
maintain strategic advantages in the operational environment by exploiting developments
in cyberspace capabilities. 36 First, it is prudent for cyberspace operations planners to
thoroughly understand cyberspace as a domain and the layers that comprise cyberspace.
Cyberspace consists of overlapping networks, nodes, and system data that are
increasingly interconnected, but sometimes isolated to control access. Cyberspace is
doctrinally described regarding three layers where cyberspace operations maybe
conducted: physical network, logical network, and cyber persona layers. 37 These three
layers provide the conceptual framework to understand how cyberspace logically
interacts with the operational environment. Understanding the natural interaction of
cyberspace layers is critical to understanding how activities in cyberspace affect the
physical domains. Also, activities in the physical domain can create effects in and
through cyberspace by manipulating the electromagnetic spectrum or the physical
infrastructure that supports cyberspace. 38
The first layer of cyberspace is the physical network layer with two main
components consisting of geographic location and physical device. These are represented
in hardware, system software, and infrastructure that support the network and physical
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connectors. 39 The physical network layer of cyberspace can be targeted through direct
physical means of the physical components or the electromagnetic spectrum. The
electromagnetic spectrum is a wireless transfer medium for links in cyberspace operating
on a range of frequencies of electromagnetic radiation from zero to infinity. Cyberspace’s
increased reliance on wireless capabilities can be targeted through electromagnetic
spectrum operations. 40 Chapter 4 discusses this in more detail regarding special
operations teams-alpha and organic special operations capacity that contribute to
intelligence operations.
The second layer of cyberspace is the logical network that consists of “elements
of the network that are related to one another in a way that is abstracted in the physical
network.” 41 Some simple examples of this are any websites posted on multiple servers in
different locations accessible by a single uniform resource locater or compiled lines of
code that process the flow of data in and through cyberspace. 42 A conventional method to
target the logical network layer of cyberspace is malware. The third cyberspace layer, the
cyber persona layer, represents a higher level of abstraction of the logical network where
cyber personas may relate to actual people or entities. In some cases, one user may have
multiple personas, and some personas may have multiple users. This layer of cyberspace
creates a degree of complexity and ambiguity where attributing responsibility and
targeting in cyberspace is difficult for creating a joint force commander’s desired effect. 43
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Figure 2. The Three Layers of Cyberspace
Source: Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-12, Cyberspace Operations
(Washington, DC: Department of Defense, 2013), fig. I-1.

Cyberspace operations employee capabilities in cyberspace where the primary
purpose is to achieve objectives in cyberspace. The effects of cyberspace operations
overlap with the space and physical domains that may enhance the operational
effectiveness of electronic warfare, electromagnetic spectrum management, commandand-control, and ISR. 44 Cyberspace operations include OCO, DCO, and DODIN
operations that are categorized based on their intent and underpinned by adequate
operational preparation of the environment (OPE). 45 Cyberspace forces execute
cyberspace actions that include cyberspace defense, cyberspace ISR, cyberspace OPE,
cyberspace attack, and cyberspace security. 46 Although DODIN is vital to everyday
military operations, OCO, and DCO are the primary focus of this study.
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Empirical studies regarding the development of the cyber mission force
emphasize the need to recruit, retain, and organize cyber forces to meet the demand of the
U.S. Army. Current strategies indicate difficulty with recruitment and retention, while
also fostering an environment where technical skills outweigh the need to develop
operational leaders. In addition to the talent management, the Army has disbursed
cyberspace capabilities across the Signal Corps, the Military Intelligence Corps, and the
cyber career field 17. 47 If this empirical study holds, it will take time for cyberspace
forces to fill the Army cyber mission force and to project capacity to conduct cyberspace
operations across the Army. As the development of the cyber mission force is a capability
gap, does USSOCOM have the ability to develop organic capacity to conduct special
operations in and through cyberspace?
Special Warfare through Cyberspace
The increasing capacity for joint force commanders to conduct cyber
electromagnetic activities should meet and contribute to strategic objectives. As the Army
seeks to expand cyberspace operations training and education, operational and strategic
planners will develop the necessary experience to integrate CEMA (cyberspace
electromagnetic activities) more seamlessly into operations. In doing so, former
Commander of USCYBERCOM, Admiral Michael Rogers, highlights the need to build
partnerships and develop structures and processes that generate options to narrow the
gaps between the stakeholders that rely on the use of cyberspace. 48 Within the joint
environment, the joint operational planning process provides the systematic process to
integrate cyber electromagnetic activities to support operations. 49
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Within special operations, there seems to be an institutional lack of training,
education, and experience to employ cyberspace operations at the tactical, operational,
and strategic levels. 50 This perceived gap inhibits leaders across USSOCOM from
enabling special warfare in leveraging cyberspace. From a training perspective, the
United States Army Training and Doctrine Command is addressing this to some degree
with developing centers of excellence and incorporating various branch representatives
within the respective centers. 51 Although, there is an apparent gap in the doctrine that
indirectly shapes professional military education of special operations leadership. This
apparent gap prevents understanding how to conduct cyber-enabled special operations
and leverage cyberspace to influence the human domain.
Colonel Patrick Duggan asserts that “cyber-warfare is human warfare” and that
the use of cyberspace is the latest change in the form of warfare which is an inherently a
human enterprise. 52 Iran’s response to the Green Movement, assistance to the Syrian
regime, and Russian actions in the Ukraine has demonstrated four things. One, there is a
distinction between tactical and strategic level cyberspace capabilities. Two, CE-SW is a
proxy-executed endeavor that capitalizes on the limited attribution of the cyber persona
layer of cyberspace. Three, cyberspace actions and information operations play a
significant role in cyber-enabled irregular warfare. Four, CE-SW could both deter
conflict and be used across the range of military operations. 53
If the contribution of special warfare to operational art is heavily reliant on the
human terrain and cyber-warfare is an extension of human warfare, then a social
framework for influencing the human domain may provide insight into how special
warfare in and through cyberspace can enhance special warfare’s contribution to
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operational art. When understood through the paradigm of special warfare, all three
layers of cyberspace involve a significant degree of human interaction, which creates
interdependence between each layer. This relationship fosters an environment where
multiple modes and methods can be applied directly or indirectly to influence the human
domain through the layers of cyberspace.
Gap in Literature Leading to the Study
Cyberspace operations doctrine and the cyber defense strategy are relatively new
within the joint operating environment. Although retired Lieutenant General Charles
Cleveland stated the need for inherent and integrated cyberspace operations in the
forward of ADP 3-05, it is important to note that cyberspace operations are not
mentioned through the entirety of the body of the doctrine publication. Cyberspace
operations from the joint perspective were in the nascent stages of doctrine development
in 2012, with JP 3-12 (R) being published in 2013. Similarly, the Army, under the
direction of President Kennedy, developed counterinsurgency doctrine through the J.F.K.
Special Warfare Center and School in early 1960 but failed to incorporate it throughout
the contemporary doctrine at the time for mass consumption of all Army specialties. 54
The Army writ large rediscovered the need for counterinsurgency in 2003 following the
liberation of Iraq, and collectively shifted focus to create doctrine, while extensive work
had been done previously.
Some parallels exist with the current development of cyberspace operations
doctrine, as cyberspace operations are slowly matriculating into operational doctrine for
the remaining army branches. CE-SW has been coined by contemporary literature
discussing the application of special warfare in and through cyberspace, however, despite
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the growing dependence on the use of cyberspace little has been introduced into the
current contemporary special operations doctrine. USSOCOM is in a position to enable
success in the human domain by closing the gap in CE-SW.
Summary
Chapter 2 discusses the contemporary literature that addresses the linkages
between special warfare, cyberspace operations, and the application across the range of
military operations to influence the human domain. Given the inherent reliance of special
operations on the human domain, CE-SW should leverage its effects to influence human
behavior as well as traditional cyberspace operations effects to provide or limit access
and freedom of maneuver to adversaries in cyberspace. In an environment where special
warfare is aimed at stabilization or destabilization of an adversary in an operational
environment, special warfare in and through cyberspace provides unique operational
frameworks to influence the human domain that must be understood from a context of
human action.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study is to explore how USSOCOM should employ special
warfare in and through cyberspace and enable success in the human domain across the
range of military operations. In his address to the United States Army Command and
General Staff College, General David Perkins emphasized the importance in defining
“why you’re doing” before “what you do.” 1 Special warfare operational art and the
conceptual application of special warfare in and through cyberspace must address special
warfare’s contribution to operational art in the human domain. Considering the context of
special warfare’s contribution to operational art, a study that addresses the explanations
of human action as a second/third order effect of CE-SW may provide insight into a
framework of analysis in developing special warfare operations in and through
cyberspace.
Chapter 3 discusses the context of the content analysis model that is used in
chapter 4 to explore the use of CE-SW and its proposed effect in the human domain. In
this model, CE-SW conceptually explored through a qualitative content analysis and then
uses Craig Parsons’s typology of explanations of human actions to examine effects within
the human domain. By understanding special operations placement and access to affect
the human domain through the various typologies, existing theories to social sciences
may highlight correlations to justify approaches developed during operational design.
Inherent in this analysis is the realization that the military is only one element of the
instruments of national power, and strategic commanders and staffs must understand how
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to collaborate and leverage the other instruments of national power in achieving unity of
effort.
Research Method and Design Appropriateness
Rationale for Research Method
A qualitative content analysis method was used in this study to facilitate the
collection, analysis, and interpretation of the conceptual application of special warfare
operations and cyberspace operations with their effects in the human domain using a
typology for human action. Content analysis research allows the researcher to analyze
written and visual contents to examine the conscious and unconscious beliefs, attitudes,
values and ideas of people and groups. 2 This particular study examines existing literature,
independent studies, and doctrine as a source of the content of the analysis. In conducting
the content analysis, it allows the researcher to determine relevant categories to identify
and analyze to provide some explanatory power in their particular area of research. 3 The
relevant categories in this study seek to address the apparent operational gap regarding
USSOCOM’s application of cyberspace operations to enable special warfare in the
human domain. This study is similar to previous works regarding the linkages between
special warfare operations and cyberspace operations and their inherent relationship with
the human domain. 4 This study expands on the effects of cyberspace operations to enable
special warfare by analyzing their implications in the human domain through a typology
for human action.
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Rationale for Research Design
Within the context of special warfare, the concept of either stabilizing or
destabilizing seeks to not only change the environment, but to change individual
perceptions of the environment. Individual perception of the environment shapes the
construction of relationships between the incumbent government or the insurgent and the
people. Within the context of Stathis Kalyvaas’s zones of control, 5 by shaping the
perceived relationship construction, special warfare may be in a position to influence the
human domain in and through cyberspace. The use of cyberspace has increasingly
affected the information environment and altered the social construction of societal
norms. The qualitative content analysis addresses research questions 1 and 2 by
examining the current application of operational art in executing special warfare
campaigns and determining how USSOCOM can integrate cyber-enable special warfare.
As special warfare’s primary contribution to operational part is in the human domain, a
typology for human action is used to answer research question 3. Craig Parsons
developed this particular typology for human behavior to organize political science
literature by classes of substantive causes for human action. The basic claims stem from
either a logic of position or a logic of interpretation. 6
Summary
Chapter 3 discusses the application of a qualitative content analysis study to
address USSOCOM’s integration of CE-SW to enable success in the human domain
across the range of military operations. The content analysis provides a credible model in
analyzing the current application of special warfare and its contribution to operational art
and exploring the integration of CE-SW. Success in special warfare is dependent on
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enabling success in the human domain; the proposed typology for human action provides
direct linkage to contemporary political science literature. The four claims offer an
alternative perspective in analyzing how populations may be primed and queued for
action.
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2
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Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 196, 211-213.
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Craig Parsons, How to Map Arguments in Political Science (Oxford, England:
University Press, 2007), 11-16.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS
Important Notes
The purpose of this qualitative content analysis study was to examine
USSOCOM’s current incorporation of cyberspace operations to enable success in the
human domain across the range of military operations. To address this perceived gap, this
study examined historic and contemporary literature from both the special warfare and
cyberspace operations perspectives to determine areas of overlapping equities. This
examination and resulting determinations involved the use of a typology for human
action in examining how cyberspace operations and special warfare operations in and
through cyberspace can shape the human domain across the range of military operations.
Intelligence preparation of the environment provides insight into underlying factors that
may prime or queue individuals or groups to behave in a particular manner. As seen in
chapter 2, special warfare operations provide a catalyst to exploit these underlying factors
to stabilize or destabilize the operational environment to meet theater and national
strategic objectives.
Chapter 4 begins with a general discussion regarding the incorporation of
cyberspace operations and a CEMA operations process within the context of special
warfare. Two research questions (1 and 2) are presented and followed by a qualitative
content analysis leading to actions that USSOCOM can support to seamlessly integrate
cyberspace operations and special warfare operations in and through cyberspace. The
third research question uses the typology for human action as an approach to
understanding how individuals and groups may be queued or primed for particular human
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behavior and how CE-SW can magnify the effects of underlying factors in the
operational environment to facilitate success in the human domain.
Is the Current Application of Operational Art Suitable for
Executing Special Warfare in and through Cyberspace?
The present application of operational art is suitable for implementing special
warfare in and through cyberspace. Some literature does highlight that failure to address
the strategic gap in CE-SW will contribute to a widening strategic capabilities gap. 1 CESW is a tactical application of capabilities with strategic effect. If the U.S. military fails
to integrate special warfare and cyberspace operations to compete with Russian and
Iranian efforts, the United States may be at a disadvantage. The National Security
Strategy, the National Military Strategy, and the Cyber Defense Strategy provide the
strategic ends to address the growing concerns within cyberspace. 2 The overarching
guidance in these three strategic documents is sufficient as strategic ends to integrate
special warfare and cyberspace operations.
Joint doctrine provides the framework of analysis through the joint operation
planning process to account for operational variables, especially with human action.
Through the use of cyberspace, special warfare campaigns are poised to address growing
methods to interact with the operational environment. As stated in this study, when
conducting a center of gravity analysis, traditional application focuses primarily on
friendly and enemy centers of gravity. Center of gravity analysis in a special warfare
campaign must address partner forces and other relevant actors’ centers of gravity.
Although not particularly discussed, joint doctrine does include neutral relevant actors
during the operational variable analysis, but they are not addressed within a center of
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gravity analysis. 3 Joint operating concepts do address human aspects of military
operations and offer the perspective through a temporal lens; however, the nature of these
concepts only recommend that services consider relevant actors and their contribution. 4
As previously acknowledged, special warfare has an inherent reliance on the
human domain. Special warfare’s contribution to operational art is within the human
domain. When planning for a special warfare campaign, the current application of
operational art is sufficient, but planners must recognize the inherent relationships and
sustained engagement through special warfare. Through continued engagement, special
warfare provides situational awareness, influence, and partner capacity. Situational
awareness and influence are more holistically tied to the operational environment at
large, where partner capacity directly contributes to partner force warfighting capacity.
There are moderate indications that collaboration between the two doctrinal
centers of special warfare and cyberspace operations is taking place. However, most
special operations doctrine needs specific revisions to further address the incorporation of
cyber and electromagnetic operations and special warfare. Special operations leadership
emphasizes the need to continue developing education to address social movement and
cyberspace tools and methods to enable special warfare. 5 A former commander of
USCYBERCOM stated the need to develop collaboration across the whole of
government to develop more interdependent processes and concepts that streamline the
application of cyber electromagnetic effects. 6 The leadership of both operational
communities indicate that they understand the importance of collaboration and
integrating mutually supporting operations to support joint force commanders and U.S.
embassy country teams. The implications of continued collaboration suggest sufficient
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direction from the U.S. President in the National Security Strategy. 7 Strategic military
leaders’ application of operational art and continued development of cyberspace
operations across the whole government demonstrate the linkages of ends, ways, and
means.
At the time of the study, there were limited instances of incorporating cyber
electromagnetic operations within contemporary overarching special warfare doctrine. JP
3-05 discusses some application of cyberspace operations but is only limited to the
protective function of cybersecurity and cyberspace operations support. The JP goes on to
discuss electronic warfare and the integration of it to help the commanders’ decisionmaking process while referencing the overarching cyberspace operations in electronic
warfare doctrine. 8 Considering the overarching aspect of this publication, the integration
of cyberspace operations and special operations in and through cyberspace are necessary
to support considerations for special operations forces that should be updated within
chapter 4 of this publication. Although limited discussions within this publication address
the integration of cyber electromagnetic operations and special operations, there are
several trends that highlight overlapping processes to include intelligence support and
operational preparation of the environment that are explored below.
With limited discussion other than Colonel Duggan’s works regarding CE-SW, it
is prudent to explore overlapping concepts between special warfare operations and cyber
electromagnetic operations. Considering special warfare’s persistent engagement, special
warfare campaigns contribute to the joint intelligence preparation of the operational
environment. Cyberspace operations, specifically cyberspace ISR and cyberspace OPE,
may support intelligent preparation of the operational environment. Understanding the
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placement of special operations forces and access to cyberspace operations, joint
planning between special operations and cyberspace operations may create additional
opportunity and staff synergy to further contribute to the intelligence preparation of the
operational.
Special warfare and cyberspace operations provide situational awareness and
clarity that contribute to the national level perspective across the whole of government.
Based on the application of special warfare and CEMA operations, their contribution to
operational art enables theater and national strategic perspectives that support joint force
commander’s strategic objectives. They also support U.S. embassy country teams’
strategic goals through a whole of government approach. Special warfare and cyberspace
operations are developed at the strategic level and involve strategic level decisions but
have tactical level execution. The tactical execution of special warfare and CEMA, in
turn, has operational and strategic level effects.
Special operations and cyberspace operations contribute to the joint intelligence
preparation of the environment through intelligence operations. The physical network
layer of cyberspace is a primary target for signals intelligence. 9 The application of signals
intelligence across special warfare operations is an inherent part of CEMA and must
undergo consideration for special warfare planners. As USSOCOM continues to seek
effects in cyberspace, it is important that planners do not attempt to create capabilities or
operate beyond what has been delegated by other government agencies.
Cyberspace operations and special operations conduct operational preparation of
the environment. 10 The contextual application and contrast between special operations in
cyberspace operational preparation of the environment differ with intent, methods, and
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authorities. Although the preponderance of this discussion extends beyond the scope of
the study, operational preparation of the environment is one overlapping application
where early considerations regarding conceptual planning and operational planning may
provide mutually beneficial results from operations.
How Can/Should Cyberspace Operations Be Employed to
Support Special Warfare in and through Cyberspace?
When addressing how special warfare can leverage the use of cyberspace and
consider cyberspace operations to support special warfare, existing conventional
processes provide linkage to integrating these conceptually. Current doctrine provides the
conceptual application of CEMA working groups at echelons above battalion. 11
Commanders and staff have the doctrinal foundation to integrate cyberspace operations
and special warfare through existing processes as organizations refine CEMA processes.
In the same way that aircraft is requested to provide an effect, CEMA should be
viewed in the same manner. As an operational commander, mission requirements and
effects provide CEMA planners with task and purpose. The means by which CEMA are
conducted should be transparent to the supporting force, provided the capability does not
currently exist within their task organization.
USSOCOM has an existing architecture that facilitates electronic warfare and
signals intelligence. By exploring this existing relationship where aspects of electronic
warfare and signals intelligence are delegated to special operations from other agencies,
the military intelligence detachment within a special operations time may logically nest
with the development of tactical cyberspace operations that may be delegated in the
future. Signals intelligence was largely a strategic asset during World War II and further
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developed and used operationally during operations in Vietnam. 12 Although the existing
architecture may facilitate the organizational development, special warfare’s contribution
to operational art is within the human domain, and CE-SW should have effects within the
human domain.
How Can Cyberspace Operations Strengthen Special
Warfare in Influencing the Human Domain?
As previously stated, special warfare’s contribution to operational art takes place
in the human domain. Within the joint operations planning process and the military
decision-making process, operational variables are the standard framework for evaluating
the operational environment. In the joint environment, additional analysis uses a
Clausewitzian framework to explore and evaluate enemy and friendly centers of
gravity. 13 From an academic perspective, often these centers of gravity studies only
address issues at face value. For example, most contemporary literature regarding center
of gravity analysis discusses the people as the center of gravity with a little in-depth
analysis into a typology for human behavior that seeks to understand how a particular
population may be primed for human behavior. From a political and social science
perspective, operational variables as a planning tool merely facilitate the collection and
consumption of data regarding the environment; however, they do not facilitate linkages
to contemporary political science literature regarding empirical claims.
To address research question three, this study offers evaluating effects of special
warfare through the lens of a typology for human behavior. This typology is grounded in
the works of Parsons to address claims within academic literature to explain political
science claims.
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Figure 3. Fundamental Matrix of Explanations of Action
Source: Craig Parsons, How to Map Arguments in Political Science (Oxford, England:
University Press, 2007), 15.

Logics of Position
Structural Claims
Structural claims represent an application that explains human action as an
individually rational function of a logic of position and in a material landscape. A
material landscape represents an obstacle of shifting and subjective influence in a given
environment. Some theories include Marxism, economic liberalism, and realism. 14
Institutional Claims
Institutional claims explain action by pointing to someone’s position within a
man-made and intersubjectively present obstacle course where institutions exercise some
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range of causal autonomy. 15 An example of institutional claims is represented in a
democratic process, where an individual’s preference may be overridden by their
institutional relationship with a democratic party.
From an operational and strategic perspective, operational variables help frame
the understanding of how individuals or groups are positioned in the operational
environment. Using a typology for human action, everyday use of cyberspace presents an
opportunity to influence the manner in which the population interacts individually and
collectively. Understanding that special warfare seeks to stabilize or destabilize an
operational environment, existing structural relationships and institutional ties can be
influenced through CE-SW.
Given the nature of structural claims, the use of cyberspace impacts the social
construction of the operational environment through the use of cyber personas.
Acknowledging the ambiguity of cyber personas, the social structure within the
operational environment may influence all four typology claims. However, the use of
cyberspace does create opportunity given the nature of interaction of individuals and
groups within cyberspace and how relationships are constructed. These relationships may
be with persons, groups, or institutions.
By looking through the lens of institutional claims and understanding operational
variables, this approach provides additional context to human action. In the same way
that cyberspace has created opportunities to influence social construction, an individual
or group operating within an institutional framework may be more predisposed to a
particular human action. The use of cyberspace creates an opportunity to influence the
human domain through understanding institutional claims. Some examples may be the
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use of cyberspace operations in support of special warfare to degrade or enhance
institutional resiliency or public perception of a particular institution. In this case, a
cyberspace action may only provide or limit access while enabling intelligence operations
or information operations. Alternatively, a human action may be triggered by the
application of cyberspace operations based on an individual’s position within an
institution or interaction of cyber personas.
Logics of Interpretation
Psychological Claims
Psychological claims describe human action through interpretation of causal
effects due to hardwired mental processes that fall outside a simple rational application.
This claim accounts for irrational decision-making as a result of psychological traps to
include biases, misinterpretations, instincts or effects. 16
Ideational Claims
Ideational claims categorize human action by linking them to elements to include
practices, symbols, norms, grammars, models, beliefs and/or through how certain people
interpret their world. 17 One way to conceptualize these claims is through understanding
Geert Hofstede’s cultural onion model. 18
In contrast to logics of position, logics of interpretation may fall outside of a
planner’s rational understanding of human behavior. Individuals and groups within the
operational environment may lack the situational awareness to understand psychological
traps that they may be exhibiting. These psychological traps may be indicative of
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hardwired mental processes within psychological claims or through cultural conditioning
within ideational claims.
Through understanding operational variables and how individuals interact through
cyberspace, logics of interpretation influence psychological and ideational approaches.
One difficulty in amplifying claims within logics of interpretation is entirely
extrapolating a person’s or group’s perception and how that triggers primarily
psychological human action. Some operational environments may have cultural
underpinnings that prime and queue individuals and groups for human action. In this
case, the desired effect to stabilize or destabilize an operational environment may use
cyberspace to produce an effect that is closely tied to underlying cultural and ideational
factors. Overall, it is important that the operational variables define the operational
environment and a typology for human action shape the approach to influence the human
domain. This particular typology provides that linkage from operational variables to
qualitative and quantitative literature in political science to develop strategies to integrate
cyberspace operations and special warfare.
Summary
Chapter 4 provides the observations of the qualitative content analysis conducted
to answer the research questions. Overall, the application of special warfare and its
contribution to operational art are appropriate to integrate special warfare and cyberspace
operations. With special warfare’s contributions to operational art being in the human
domain, a typology for human action provides unique insight into understanding how the
human domain may be primed and queued human action. The application of operational
art in existing literature demonstrates initiatives to integrate cyberspace and special
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warfare operations, through linking the three components strategy. Existing relationships
of electronic warfare and signals intelligence within special operations provide a
foundation for CE-SW.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
Overall, the current application of operational art is suitable for executing special
warfare in and through cyberspace. If the United States fails to integrate special warfare
and cyberspace operations across the whole of government, it will contribute to a
widening strategic capabilities gap by allowing adversaries to gain a strategic advantage
in cyberspace. Cyberspace operations and CE-SW should support special warfare
campaigns’ contribution to operational art in the human domain.
Through sustained engagement, special warfare campaigns connect tactics to
strategy through situational awareness, influence, and capacity building. Cyberspace
operations can strengthen special warfare in shaping the human domain by
complementing underlying factors that prime and queue human behavior. An operational
application is varied by context but should address existing academic claims
representative of the operational environment by a thorough examination of operational
variables and centers of gravity.
The particular typology for human behavior used in this study merely provides a
framework for analysis within the context of operational planning. Existing processes
conduct analysis through the use of operational variables that provide a logical and
contextual understanding of the environment. This particular typology provides linkage
to existing political science literature. As methods and techniques for integration of
cyberspace operations and special warfare are developed, the contribution to operational
art in the human domain can be explored through the use of this typology.
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Recommendations
This study examines the apparent gap with integrating cyberspace operations and
special warfare. As USCYBERCOM continues to develop their growing force structure,
USSOCOM should explore using existing internal force structure as a foundation to
conduct special warfare in and through cyberspace. Continued collaboration between the
U.S. Army Cyber Center of Excellence and the U.S. Army Special Operations Center of
Excellence should also address gaps in existing doctrine, organization, training, materiel,
leadership and education, personnel, and facilities. There may be overlap in existing force
management requirements between conventional military and special operations;
however, deliberate efforts should address the unique special operations requirements to
operate in and through cyberspace. As conscious efforts are explored to support
integration and improve force structure, below are some refined areas for additional
research.
Doctrine Review
As stated in the study there are some parallels that Andrew Birtle highlighted in
his work in the difficulties proliferating counterinsurgency doctrine. By evaluating the
development of counterinsurgency doctrine, some best practices and lessons learned may
provide insight into developing logical solutions for the development of cyberspace
doctrine. Regardless, USSOCOM should conduct a doctrine review, specifically in
collaboration with USCYBERCOM to account for gaps in current doctrine. The
refinement process for contemporary doctrine will inform leader development for the
integration of CE-SW.
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Leader Development
The Army Leader Development Model emphasizes the three pillars of leader
development: training, education, and experience. 1 Refined doctrine must be the input to
inform the training and education processes as USCYBERCOM and USSOCOM
determine requirements to fill apparent gaps. USSOCOM must balance the need to
develop unique special operations capabilities and potentially create schools to fill
capability gaps, in conjunction with other government agency equities in mind. Once
training and education provide a foundation to integrate CE-SW, combat training centers
and operational environments will foster the environment to further refine processes of
integration.
Organization
Resident knowledge of cyberspace within existing force structure, such as
military intelligence, electronic warfare, and signal personnel, should be leveraged to
integrate CEMA planning and support special warfare campaigns. An active CEMA
working group incorporated into special operations planning processes may further
identify gaps to streamline integration. USSOCOM CEMA integration should be
employed through combat training centers and operationally to support continued
evaluation and development. In doing so, it may be prudent to develop a collaborative
USCYBERCOM and SOCOM concept, operating in and through cyberspace or simply
update existing operating concepts to better address the integration of special operations
in and through cyberspace.
USASOC recently restructured the 75th Ranger Regiment by adding a Military
Intelligence Battalion that includes a CEMA company. 2 The Ranger Regiment supports
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surgical strike within USASOC, and this development of a CEMA company may
streamline a solution to integrate CEMA into special warfare. Overall, the organizational
changes within the Ranger Regiment do indicate the importance USASOC is placing on
accounting for gaps in integrating cyberspace operations across Army special operations.
Additional Research Areas
Given the context of this study, several applications and tactical evaluations of
integrating cyberspace operations and special warfare exceed the classification of this
study. One area for recommended additional research is the observation of tactical
integration of cyberspace operations and special warfare. These observations should
evaluate the application of a typology for human behavior to support special warfare.
This particular typology is not exclusive to CE-SW but can be applied holistically to
exploring new methods in conducting special warfare campaigns. Observations can be
performed at selected training events and combat training centers. The research of this
study did provide access to some of these observations; however, contribution beyond the
study requires additional study and consideration. 3
Given the strategic development of electronic warfare and signals intelligence
during World War II and Vietnam, additional research into the development of Army
security agency special operations detachments may be a worthwhile endeavor to
evaluate means to incorporate CE-SW at the tactical level. Given the nature of the subject
matter, this additional research also exceeds the classification of this study.
1
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